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01 Implications of Ukraine invasion 
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Russia watched with mounting resentment as the transatlantic alliance has nearly doubled its membership 
since the end of the Cold War

NATO’s Post-Cold War expansion – 15 new members since the end of the Cold War

NATO became the flash point for Russia & Ukraine
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NATO

Source: Statista/Council on Foreign Relations Feb 2022



European reliance on Russian gas has been rising China a key partner

1: Russian Economy: 2% of world GDP - more than 50% of European gas & 
25% of oil imports – China a key partner
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“If the EU is forced or willing to bear the cost, it should be possible to replace Russian gas already for 
next winter without economic activity being devastated…but on the ground, dozens of regulations will 
have to be revised…a lot of money quickly spent and hard decisions taken.”  Brugel Feb 2022

, 08.03.22



Base effects still mean pricing pressures ease over time

Key Russian commodity prices Food prices exceed 2011 highs risking EM food crisis

2: Ukraine crisis is adding to global inflation fears
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World Food prices now close to 2011 levels which contributed to political 
uprisings in Libya and Egypt & across the Emerging World



CBR increases policy rates to 20% to defend currency Russian Central Bank reserves (50-70% likely frozen) 

3. Russia: Sanctions, SWIFT exclusion, and frozen Central Bank reserves may 
trigger domestic economic collapse
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Currency Composition
EUR 32%, Gold 21%, USD 16%, CNY 13%



Performance of the US equity market in the six months following the start of a major conflict

Equity markets are typically resilient at the start of armed conflict
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02 Global economy
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IMF forecasts for 2022 world growth down from 4.9% to 4.4% - no recession risk yet

Most major economies at or above pre-COVID GDP levels Consumer price inflation (yoy)

A robust global recovery but at the cost of higher inflation 
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Expect 5 hikes in 2022 and terminal rates to reach 2.25% Balance sheet run-off in July 2022 & terminal size $7tn

Interest rate rises still likely be faster and balance sheet run-off (QT) sooner 
than in previous cycles
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Central bank forecasts 2022
• Global Interest rates 4-5 rate rises US, 3 UK , None Euro
• QE: To fall significantly from $2.9tr in 2021, to $470bn in 2022 & negative $ 1.1 trillion (QT) in 2023
• QT: BOE begins Q2 2022, Fed Q3 and ECB stops bond purchases Q3



US inflation to average 7.1% in 2022 (peak at 8% - year end 5.4%)

US CPI settles at 2.7-3% in the medium term

Long term inflation settles at 2000’s levels
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Just one person chasing every vacancy – a record Weekly average earnings are climbing as unemployment falls

Source: BOE Monetary Policy Report Nov 2021

Where is the greatest UK inflation risk now - most likely in labour markets?
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It’s tightness in the labour market that concerns me most”
Andrew Bailey BOE Nov 2021



03 Key risks
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7 NATO countries on Russia/Belarus border Russia now has largest global stock of nuclear warheads

Source: Economist/Our world in data Feb 2022

Risk 1: Escalation of Russian military conflict and associated nuclear risks
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Military spend as percentage of GDP 2020
Saudi 8.5%, Russia 4.3%, Ukraine 4.1%, US 3.7%, UK 2.3% 

Germany 1.4%

Nuclear Warheads
Russia 4,477. US 3,708, China 350, France 290, UK 180



Bond yields could rise sharply as central banks reduce balance sheets

Today’s positioning of bond yields and core inflation is in ‘unknown territory’

Risk 2: Bond yields normalise
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As policy rates normalise COVID-led PE multiple expansion is already reversing

Margins for global equities look abnormally high Global valuations are already declining

Risk 3: De-rating of equities continues – margins at record highs
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Ukraine, regulation, energy, property funding, Omicron infections, Taiwan tensions

Key economic indicators continue to weaken Strains in property sector spread across bond market

Risk 4: China - a worrying confluence of shocks
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04 Policy implications
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Equities still supported by strong earnings and generous monetary conditions but risks are rising

Equities rally, bonds & gold decline Mega-cap leadership starting to weaken – VIX elevated

Asset class performance 2021 to-date
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1. Corporate earnings and dividends have recovered rapidly and forecasts are robust

Global earnings (ex China) now well surpass pre-COVID levels Extraordinary recovery in global dividends

Where do we see opportunities in risk assets? 
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Net zero 2050 needs $9.2tn pa of spending on physical assets All global sectors will need to act together to meet 2050 goals

Achieving net zero by 2050 will require a transformation of the global 
economy & unprecedented capital spend
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Global strategy update – March 2022

Bonds Strong underweight 
• Strong UW Government Bonds – global inflationary pressures remain elevated
• UW Investment Grade Credit – yield spreads too narrow – UK charity & infrastructure issues offer social impact benefits

Equities Neutral 
• Global Neutral  – earnings remain robust but central bank liquidity support fading
• UK Neutral - dividend support and valuation attractive – M&A likely 
• EM  Neutral - policy tightening and virus risks still acute – political risk on the rise

Alternatives Strong Overweight
• OW Other Alternatives– infrastructure and renewables beneficiaries of fiscal spend – liquidity issues remain
• OW Uncorrelated Alternatives – gold positions as hedge against central bank policy error

Cash Strong Overweight 
• No currency preference
• Consider portfolio insurance 

Risks Current: Valuations stretched, bond market risk as policy tightens, inflation higher for longer on energy shock 
Longer-term: Central bank policy error, China/Taiwan, real bond yields normalise, climate transition risks
Ukraine: Russia ceases European gas exports, NATO dragged into border war, further nuclear warnings

Outlook: Early stages of energy price shock – global economy still remains 
robust – European assets under pressure
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Source: Sarasin & Partners, March 2022



Important information

If you are a private investor, you should not act or rely on this document but should contact your professional advisor. 

This document has been approved by Sarasin & Partners LLP of Juxon House, 100 St Paul’s Churchyard, London, EC4M 8BU, a limited liability partnership registered in England & Wales with registered number OC329859 
which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority with firm reference number 475111. 

It has been prepared solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation, or an offer to buy or sell any security. The information on which the document is based has been obtained from sources that we believe to be 
reliable, and in good faith, but we have not independently verified such information and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to their accuracy. All expressions of opinion are subject to change 
without notice. 

Please note that the prices of shares and the income from them can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount originally invested. This can be as a result of market movements and also of variations in the 
exchange rates between currencies. Past performance is not a guide to future returns and may not be repeated. 

These Funds are designed for charities within the meaning of Section 1 of the Charities Act 2011 or as defined in paragraph 1(1) Schedule 6, Finance Act 2010 which are organised, incorporated or resident in the United 
Kingdom. This document has been approved by Sarasin & Partners LLP of Juxon House, 100 St Paul’s Churchyard, London, EC4M 8BU, a limited liability partnership registered in England & Wales with registered number 
OC329859 which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority with firm reference number 475111. The investments of the funds are subject to normal market fluctuations. The value of the investments of 
the funds and the income from them can fall as well as rise and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. If investing in foreign currencies, the return in the investor’s reference currency may increase or 
decrease as a result of currency fluctuations. Past performance is not a guide to future returns and may not be repeated.  

There is no minimum investment period, though we would recommend that you view your investment as a medium to long term one (i.e. 5 to 10 years). Frequent political and social unrest in Emerging Markets, and the high 
inflation and interest rates this tends to encourage, may lead to sharp swings in foreign currency markets and stock markets. There is also an inherent risk in the smaller size of many Emerging Markets, especially since this 
means restricted liquidity. Further risks to bear in mind are restrictions on foreigners making currency transactions or investments. For efficient portfolio management the Funds may invest in derivatives. The value of these 
investments may fluctuate significantly, but the overall intention of the use of derivative techniques is to reduce volatility of returns. The Funds may also invest in derivatives for investment purposes. All details in this 
document are provided for information purposes only and should not be misinterpreted as investment or taxation advice. This document is not an offer or recommendation to buy or sell shares in the funds. You should not 
act or rely on this document but should seek independent advice and verification in relation to its contents. Sarasin & Partners LLP and/or any other member of the J. Safra Sarasin Group accepts no liability or responsibility 
whatsoever for any consequential loss of any kind arising out of the use of this document or any part of its contents. The views expressed in this document are those of Sarasin & Partners LLP and these are subject to change 
without notice.

Neither MSCI nor any other party involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating the MSCI data makes any express or implied warranties or representations with respect to such data (or the results to be obtained 
by the use thereof), and all such parties hereby expressly disclaim all warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect of any such data.  Without limiting any of 
the foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, any of its affiliates or any third party involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating the data have any liability for any direct. indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any 
other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of the possibility of such damages.  No further distribution or dissemination of the MSCI data is permitted without MSCI’s express written consent.

Neither Sarasin & Partners LLP nor any other member of the Bank J. Safra Sarasin group accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever for any consequential loss of any kind arising out of the use of this document or any 
part of its contents. The use of this document should not be regarded as a substitute for the exercise by the recipient of his or her own judgment. Sarasin & Partners LLP and/or any person connected with it may act upon or 
make use of the material referred to herein and/or any of the information upon which it is based, prior to publication of this document. If you are a private investor you should not rely on this document but should contact 
your professional adviser. © 2022 Sarasin & Partners LLP – all rights reserved. This document can only be distributed or reproduced with permission from Sarasin & Partners LLP.
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